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Organizations that design, develop, test, and
support IP based products present unique security
challenges in a converged services network. In an
ideal scenario, engineering labs where these
activities take place are insulated from the
corporate environment to prevent interactions that
can compromise corporate network confidentiality,
integrity, and availability. From a business point of
view it is often difficult, if not impractical, to
maintain the level of isolation that will ensure
secure and reliable operation while mitigating
risks. This paper examines some of the critical
security issues and some of the tradeoffs
associated with securing corporate network
resources in engineering organizations while
following practices that enable the efficient pursuit
of business objectives.
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1 Abstract/Summary
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Organizations that design, develop, test, and support IP based products present
unique security challenges in a converged services network. In an ideal scenario,
engineering labs where these activities take place are insulated from the
corporate environment to prevent interactions that can compromise corporate
network confidentiality, integrity, and availability. From a business point of view it
is often difficult, if not impractical, to maintain the level of isolation that will ensure
secure and reliable operation while mitigating risks. This paper examines some
of the critical security issues and some of the tradeoffs associated with securing
corporate network resources in engineering organizations while following
practices that enable the efficient pursuit of business objectives.

2 Introduction
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Developing and/or test IP based products as part of the corporate business
model creates internal security risks that are distinct from those prevalent in other
industry sectors that do not have engineers creating IP based products that are
typically vulnerable and could potentially be exploited in their early
developmental stages.
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The need to test and interwork these products with external vendors and
business partners (BP) over the internet creates the requirement of providing
network
connectivity
the external
world
(Internet)
while06E4
protecting
the
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confidentiality, integrity, and availability of other corporate resources.
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In organizations that develop and test IP based products, internal networks are
used not only for basic corporate access and communications functions such as
file and printer services, workflow processes, database access, voice over IP,
and email, but also as a vehicle to engineer, test, support, for their products. In
many cases, engineering labs have the need to integrate third party products and
to access vendors or external business partners, introducing concerns with
maintaining the confidentiality of proprietary intellectual information.
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This situation has become more prevalent as more products become IP based,
and as more companies identify the need to integrate their IP products with third
party vendors or partners who sometimes are competitors in other market
sectors, or that compete with other product lines.
In addition, these products might inadvertently (due to initial design or
implementation shortcomings) create large amounts of IP traffic that can
essentially create the equivalent to a Denial of Service (DOS) attack that could
adversely affect resource availability outside the engineering development zone.
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Engineering lab computer systems require development and test applications
normally not found on the corporate network side. The traditional method to
secure the corporate network from the engineering development and lab
networks has been to strictly isolate network traffic between the each other.
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This paper examines the subtle (and sometimes not subtle) conflicts between
security policies, business goals, engineering technical requirements, and the
tradeoffs associated with securing corporate information resources while
mitigating risks and the tradeoffs that are available to security professionals.
It focuses on identifying the major topology and process issues associated with
networks that must support engineering development activities as well as
providing suggestions on how to best secure this type of networks.

3 IT Network Infrastructure
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3.1 The Corporate Environment
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A topology that balances these concerns is suggested, and several
recommendations are provided that highlight some of the major process issues
associated with implementing the suggested solution.
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In most organizations there is staff who due to the nature of their responsibilities
have limited information technology needs, which are typically limited to using the
network as a mechanism for information transfer such as e-mail, for database
access and for documentation sharing.
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Minimal conflict between business goals and security policies.
Standard client OS and application templates.
Consistent client policies.
Uniform IP and subnet asignments (DHCP/fixed)
Controlled external business partners access (if at all)
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From a security viewpoint, the corporate environment is characterized by the
following characteristics which allow:
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In the corporate network environment, information security lends itself to the
classical firewall model (see reference 2) which insulates the corporate network
from the outside world (that is, the Internet) while controlling internal information
resources via some type of role based access control (RBAC) mechanism. This
holds true in converged network scenarios (see reference 1).
Typical organizational areas that exclusively require corporate network include,
Human Resources, Finance, Accounting, Sales, and Marketing. The latter two
organizations will have occasional special network needs for product
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demonstrations and to validate interworking with customer systems when
required by potential customers.
There are, of course, industry sectors such as retail, banking, and financial
institutions, that have network usage requirements which are limited to the those
described above since they are not directly involved in developing, supporting,
and selling IP based products.
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In these types of institutions, system security is more controllable and
manageable not only because of the standardized , more readily characterized
nature of the network traffic but also because of the consistent type of client
systems, usually consisting of a standard template providing a browser, email
client, and a document client suite such as Microsoft Office.
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3.2 The Engineering Environment
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In contrast to the corporate environment, engineers who actively develop IP
based products have information technology requirements that include those
identified for the corporate network zone as identified above, but that go well
beyond in terms of desktop applications and network traffic demands, not only in
terms of traffic but also in the types of services and ports that must be available
in their network zone.

3.3 The Test and Support Environment
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This zone is needed for those who require direct, remote customer support as
well as having the need to test and integrate IP products with external vendors
and partners.
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As opposed to the widely available and open Internet, the corporate network is
by definition limited to internal information and communication purposes. Most of
the information, applications, and services are intended exclusively for internal
use, and can therefore provide outsiders with a significant competitive advantage
if they could achieve unrestricted access. Increasingly, access by external
business partners (BP) to the information, services and applications is required
due to the multi- vendor nature of contemporary technical projects that aim for
the growing web based and/or IP based market. A particularly high risk is
associated with connections to business partners who are or might possibly be in
the immediate future in competition with other corporate units, or where it is
impossible to rule out the possibility of the business partner entering into further
cooperative deals with direct competitors, thereby allowing information from the
corporate network to fall into the hands of unauthorized third parties.
In order to minimize information security risks, it is necessary to keep the number
of business partner (BP) connections down to the minimum necessary, and to
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employ technical solutions in line with defined security standards when setting up
and operating these connections.
The Test and Support Zone is a network that is co-located but that it is physically
isolated from the corporate network via a managed firewall.
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In this scenario, the organization needs to, either directly or indirectly, make
available resources to the business partner. Provision of these resources takes
place via appropriate services that are enabled via the Engineering and test
external firewall.
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The task at hand is to use topological means (firewall) to satisfy the requirements
on the business partner connection and also abide by existing security protection
measures in such a way that prevents unauthorized access, either intentional or
unintentional by either of the partners. This implies that the firewall rules and
access rights given to business partners be controlled (reviewed and approved) a
which in turn places the burden on the engineering groups for early identification
and approval of the specific BP and of their specific access requirements.
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In so doing, the relationship between expenses and potential benefits must be
considered. Which characteristics of the business partner and the required
resources need to be considered to minimize expenses?
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They are:
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Trustworthiness
of the2F94
business
partner
2. Level of required protection for the access to be provided
3. Ability to restrict services/accesa to the minimum required.
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A critical component of the trustworthiness of a BP connection is the validity with
which it can be authenticated. This ranges from "unknown" to "strongly
authenticated". The latter means that the identity of the source can be proved
using cryptographic methods and/or multiple factor authentication.
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This kind of business partner can more readily be allowed access to specific
resources, for instance, in the Test and Support zone environment via firewall
rules or access control lists as opposed to an anonymous user which should
never be allowed.
Note that a growing number of organizations that may not even develop any IP
products might have the need to integrate and test a variety of IP based products
as a service provider. Since this zone allows direct external access it must be
considered as a security high risk and must be isolated from the corporate zone.
In figure 1, access from the Testing and Customer Support zone must be blocked
to the Corporate network zone. However, limited access is allowed from the
Engineering zone to both the Corporate and Testing/Customer Support zones.
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4 Secure Solutions and Alternatives
4.1 Network Topology
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Although there exists substantial experience on how to implement secure firewall
measures (see references 2, 6, 8, and 9) that protect the enterprise from external
threats, documented practices for internal protection are not as prevalent.
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The “Corporate Firewall” topology includes a firewall, inner and outer screening
routers, VLAN switch, a proxy Internet access server, and inner, outer, and DMZ
IDS sensors. Associated with this topology is a VPN switch in front of the firewall
to support encrypted and authenticated external Internet access to corporate
resources.
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Each of the firewalls separating the corporate, engineering, and testing/support
zones require:
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1. Physical Security and Restricted Physical Access (NIST, reference 2).
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2. The ability to respond and react to external threats 24x7 under the
direction of IT and Infosec.
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3. Infosec approval process for any topological or logical changes, including
identifying specific protocols, ports, and specific systems.
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4. Support of external auditing:
Logging and history of configuration changes.
Periodic audit of firewall rules.
Reporting capabilities for the above.

SA

5. Inclusion of IDS sensors operated by Infosec.
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6. The InfoSec approval and registration of Business Partners
7. Obtaining and recording written acceptance of corporate rules for
Business Partners by each BP.
8. A proxy filter to prevent inappropriate Internet web access.
9. To be included as part of the Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery plan.
10. Registration and implementation of secure web certificates for web
services.
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Management of the corporate network and external interfaces as well as
between zones must be consistent, preferably through the services provided by
one IT organization. This ensures common processes, and simplifies the
operation and coordination of peripheral defenses in case of attacks, in auditing,
logging, and in following secure maintenance processes.
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Note that there will be a concern by the engineering groups that implementing
the above processes might impact their ability to quickly react to customer
demands. It would not be realistic to compare self-managed firewall response
times since it does not include the review, registration, and certification
processes required for compliance regardless of who the service provider is. The
security compliance processes will require sufficient front-end planning by the
engineering groups and their customers. This concern must be addressed by an
appropriate service level agreement (SLA) that identifies the required response
times.
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In addition, there will be concerns from the engineering groups related to the
ability to temporarily add or modify internal firewall rules to allow specific
devices/services as they are required for business purposes. As part of the
information security responsibilities expect requests for this type of analysis that
should be undertaken on a case-by-case basis, with the intent that a longer term
solution that fully complies with policies will be undertaken within a reasonable
time.
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The fingerprint
result will be
that in
some
instances,
firewall
rules
exceptions
will
be
temporarily approved with the understanding that compliant alternatives will be
provided within a reasonable time, without service loss and thus no impact to the
business objectives.
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4.2 Isolation Options
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Firewalls safeguard connections between networks with differing security
requirements. A firewall system is a system for coupling networks, with the
purpose of protecting against intrusions or attacks by unprotected networks, e.g.
when a protected internal network is connected to an unprotected external
network (e.g. the Internet). In the context of this analysis, an internal firewall is
used to isolate zones that have different levels of exposure to external access.
A firewall’s rules and policies are implemented using appropriate hardware and
software rules. This consists of several active and passive components that
control communication between the connected networks and prevents
unauthorized intrusion into protected areas and unauthorized resource access
data via the network.
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There are several categories of risk inherent in the multiple zone scenario.
These are, in order of significance:
1. Loss of corporate information due to external intrusion through the
engineering or support zones.
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2. Loss of intellectual (proprietary) marketing or engineering information to
external parties.
3. Loss of corporate network availability due to misdirected IP test traffic (an
unintended self-inflicted denial of service attack).
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4. Loss of engineering or test zone network availability due to misdirected IP
test traffic.
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5. The introduction of network vulnerabilities by devices under development
and test due to lack of security safeguards.
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As depicted in Figure 1, one potential solution is to segregate each network
zone using internal firewalls that prevent access and network traffic from
reaching the adjacent zones. However, it is critical to understand that such a
topology places the Engineering Internal Firewall in a role equivalent to that of
the External Corporate Firewall, meaning that its security requirements and
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 and
06E4audit
A169rules
4E46must be
firewall
rules are
equivalent
and similar
process,
review,
followed. In addition, it places the burden on the technical groups (engineering,
test, customer support) of identifying not only the business partner but also the
specific access requirements, including services, protocols, and resources, do
that the appropriate permissions and access rules can be implemented in a
timely manner.
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5 Conclusions
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Increasingly competitive product development pressures have substantially
reduced the time to market window. In addition, customers demand turnkey
systems rather than product based solutions, which in turn requires the
integration of products from a variety of vendors and business partners who
might also be competitors in other product lines.
These market pressures in turn require product development organizations to
quickly react in developing and integrating their products in order to stay in
business. This creates the need for solutions that balance the market demands
with the security policies and practices.
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1. The network topology must support layered internal security zones
within the organization and across physical locations as applicable.
Figure 1 depicts three zones, the corporate network, the test/demo network,
and the engineering development network.
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2. Ensure that each network zone is isolated.
As much as the corporate firewall isolates the corporate network from the
Internet, internal firewalls provide protection between the internal zones. The
fact that a zone allows external access by vendors and business partners
creates a significant security risk. Keep in mind that business partners usually
compete in other related product line, in particular since they are typically
working on the same product market sector. Non-disclosure agreements are
just that, in most cases partner/competitors are the ones we are trying to keep
proprietary information from.
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3. Internal firewalls must be physically and administratively protected
as much as the external corporate firewall.
Logging of information is critical.
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4. Security policies must clearly identify the resources, permissions,
protocols, services, and ports that are allowed between the internal
network zones.
A firewall with few or no rules is worse than no firewall, since it provides no
protection, it requires care and feeding, and gives a false sense of security.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
5. As with any security initiative, upper management buy-in and
support is essential.
On occasion there will be tremendous political pressure to relax the rules
between zones due to business reasons related to business goals. It is an
uphill battle to argue a potential security risk versus the certainty of
immediately losing a customer or a sale. Make sure that the appropriate
management understands the purpose of each major network component and
the need to follow consistent processes and standard firewall rules as defined
by security policies.
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6. Keep your non-disclosure agreements with vendors and business
partners in order.
By allowing multiple business partner connections directly into their network
zones, organizations might be acting as a transaction broker for these
Business Partners, potentially raising the issue of implied responsibility for
technical confidentiality, non-disclosure, virus/worm distributions, and hacker
attacks between these companies.
In order to reduce risks, access to internal corporate resources by business
partners can only take place via uniquely defined paths to resources,
applications and information. There is a general requirement that uncontrolled
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and unauthorized access to information in the internal company network by
business partners must never be allowed.
7. Install Intrusion Detection System (IDS) sensors in key network
locations to identify security breach attempts and to monitor for
unauthorized access. Figure 1 depicts key locations for IDS sensors.
(Please refer to reference 3).
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8. Identify BPs and their requirements as early as possible.

The burden is on the marketing, sales, support, and testing groups to identify
and submit for review the Business partners and the specific resources that
they need access to in order to minimize business impacts.
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In conclusion, implementing a secure topology and the associated review and
approval processes for external access to local resources is necessary to
minimize security risks while allowing the development, test, and support
groups to pursue organizational business objectives.
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As customers look for more integrated, turn-key systems that combine
multiple vendors and place greater demand on integration and compatibility
testing, this business model will require the implementation of network
architectures that protect critical, proprietary resources while providing
vendors, customers, and business partners with the opportunity for closer and
more dynamic collaboration and thus to combine their products into the
Keysolutions
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by today’s
marketplace.
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